1. Q: Alcohol Policy – Has it changed?
A; No – it has not changed at all! Alcohol is only allowed after the Lease is closed (shut-down)for
the day (i.e., the Silhouette/IPSC/Club Fun Shoot when live-fire has ceased for the day and the
RSOs pulled the entrance range flag);
2. Q: Do my Grandkids have to pay the visitor fee as minors when they under 12yrs of age?;
A: No – when they are on vacation at their Grandparents place they fall under the Family
mbrship (if the Grandparents have one);
3. Q: Agency use 6 days per year Are Agencies taking up too much time?;
A: So far there was no conflict – partially due to advanced communication with ref to Range
Closure date/times;
 Agencies are primarily using the range during slow time, i.e. Mon – Fri and the ranges are always
open again after 1600L/1700L for use;
 While it may inconvenient a small nbr of mbrs – it is paramount to have Agency affiliation as it
has tremendous value in times of Lease Application with the Provincial Government;
 The statistics show that mbr usage is very low between 0900L-1600L and increases after 1600L;
4. Q: Wpn vs firearm terminology;
A: 1st off – this is more an opinion based question;
When a firearm is load/readied it is generally referred to as a wpn and not a firearm;
…but it really is the argument of an opinion (potatoes vs potatoes or tomatoes vs tomatoes);
5. Q: Is there such a thing as holstered long guns and is it allowed at the range?;
A: Yes there are several types of (legal) long guns that can be holstered;
 Yes it is allowed for personnel who hold the proper qualification to do so;
6. Q: Who is allowed to holster a gun on the Lease;
A: Any personnel qualified: Active/retired law-enforcement professionals, active/retired cbt-arms
military personnel, IPSC/IDPA/Cowboy Action Shooter (CAS) qualified personnel and anyone
taken the KGAC holster crs;
7. Q: Where can I use a holstered gun;
A: Holstered long gun = rifle range, holstered Handgun = at the Handgun range;
8. Q: Are there exceptions for holstering an unloaded gun;
A: Yes for sanctioned competitions IPSC/IDPA/CAS – a holstered gun can be used at any of the
ranges used for that sanctioned event;
 Duty RSO – if the duty RSO engages in live-fire him/her-self and checks on other ranges or
responds to an irregularity – it is not expected that the duty RSO – secures and transports the
gun every time into his/her vehicle;
9. Q: What is the status of a (unloaded) holstered gun?;
A: Unloaded;
 Pistol = hammer down, empty magazine well;
 Revolver = hammer down, empty cylinder (no cartridges in cylinder);
 Rifles = hammer down or action closed;

10. Q: What is a Dynamic Firing Line (DFL) vs Dynamic Shooting (IPSC/IDPA);
A: A DFL is a firing point forward of a static firing line, it allows a shooter for example firing the
rifle from the prone/kneeling/standing position (from the grass);
 DS is firing and movement, in this case a RSO is travelling behind the shooter down range in
order to unload the shooter safely at the end of a course of fire and clear the range;
11. Q: Targets - Can I shoot glass bottles if I clean-up?;
A: No glass is not allowed! No change! Only targets made out of wood, paper, cardboard, metal
gongs, metal targets, flip-over-targets, clay birds, PVC, rubber (Archery) are allowed;
12. Q: What kind of trgts are allowed to be used?;
A: Any trgt that is legal to be used as a trgt in Canada (as per Canadian Law) and as long as it is
made of material mentioned in Question 11;
13. Q: What types of rifles/handguns are allowed to be discharged on the lease?;
A: Any firearm that is legal in Canada and falls within the templates of our individual ranges
(.338 mag Lapua, Rifle range, 357 mag HG range, 7 ½ shot Trap range);
14. Q: Where can I discharge a cal.223 Handgun or cal.500 S&W handgun?;
A: A cal.223/.500 HG MUST BE discharged at the Rifle Range (cal.338 mag Lapua template) as it
is illegal to be discharged under a cal.357 mag template range (HG range);
15. Q: What magazine capacities are allowed on the lease;
A: The magazine capacities for Rifles/HGs are as per legislated Canadian Laws;
16. Q: Where does the Dynamic League Practise take place?;
A: The HG range for the HG strings;
 Rifle range for the carbine/shotgun strings;
17. Q: Must all fire be sighted between the left-of-arc-marker (LOA) and the right-of-arc-marker
ROA)?:
A: Yes absolutely! – as well as between the LOA/ROA of the individual trg banks;
18. Q: Where can I engage my flip-over trgts?;
A: Between the LOA/ROA of the range;
 If cal. 22 is discharged – the entire range [LOA/ROA];
 If center fire is discharged – on center fire side of range;
19. Q: If I have more questions – where can I get accurate information?;
A: Come to the RSO Conversion WS if you are an RSO;
 Take the KGAC RSO course if you are not an RSO;
 If you are not an RSO - ask the CRSO or any up-to-date KGAC RSO;
 Call the club mobile: 1-587-315-1549 - e-mail: kgunclub@gmail.com;
Note: Next RSO Conversion Workshop (you must be an RSO) will be held on Friday – 1800L on 10 JUN
2016 at the Lease, pls send us an e-mail if you would like to participate (send us: Mbr #, Name/1 st
name/Mobile)

The Volunteer Executive Team

